
A Unique Resource Containing Some of 
the Most Comprehensive Marine Vessel 
Behavioural Analysis Data in the World.

Nobody has been gathering and storing 
such data for as long, in such volume and 
as quickly as UltramapGlobal.

Increasingly, organisations both client and 
non-client want to access 
UltramapGlobal’s extensive vessel 
behaviour and analysis data, as captured 
by our AssetMonitor® software.

Over a decade of archived data helps us 
(and you) to understand the causes and 
perpetrators of cable strikes and identify 
hazard hot-spots, trends and common 
vessel behaviour, busy shipping route 
patterns, heavily populated fishing areas 
and more. 

Information can be analysed to pre-
emptively predict future problems based 
on volume of ocean traffic or of subsea 
activity such as trawling.

In response to your specific requirements, 
the UltramapGlobal Data Services team 
produce data extracts, statistical and 
geographical reports as required and can 
also provide temporary access 
to AssetMonitor® as part of any study.

UltramapGlobal Data Services is uniquely 
valuable to clients for two reasons

Reason 1.

Nobody has collected and has access to  
more marine data, for longer, than we do, in  
relation to the protection of subsea cables. 

When it comes to being informed about any 
issue whatsoever relating to the protection 
of subsea cables – UltramapGlobal and its 
data rich AssetMonitor® software enable 
more confident decision making than 
anyone.

Reason 2.

The world’s most used Specialist Subsea 
Cable Monitoring Software 
is AssetMonitor®. 

This huge breadth of usage means that  
UltramapGlobal gathers more data and at a 
faster pace than anyone. So we learn in 
more depth and more quickly than anybody 
else. And because we deal with almost every 
other AIS data supplier in the world, if ever 
there are gaps in our knowledge, we access 
additional insights from our global network.

If you are a cable owner, or if you are having 
cables installed, UltramapGlobal and its 
AssetMonitor® Software are the brands 
offering cable protection in which the world 
can be most confident. 

Explore how we can help you personally. Please call Jeff Taylor, Head of Business Development 
on +44(0)7796 888910, email jeff.taylor@ultramapglobal.com or visit UltramapGlobal.com.

UltramapGlobal is Dedicated to the Protection of The World’s Most Important Subsea Cables.

UltramapGlobal
Data Services

UltramapGlobal is the Home of AssetMonitor®, the World’s Most Used Subsea Cable Monitoring Software. 


